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Purpose of Project 

Introduction 

According to the national domestic violence hotline, “On average, 24 people per minute 

are victims of rape, physical violence or stalking by an intimate partner in the United States.” In 

the state of Utah two out of every eleven women have experienced violence from a partner in 

their lives. Southern Utah University’s PBL chapter wanted to investigate how this was affecting 

our community and help in some way. Canyon Creek Services is an organization that provides 

resources to victims in Iron, Beaver, and Garfield counties that suffer from domestic violence. 

After talking to the shelter SUU PBL came up with Baskets of Love. For baskets of love the 

chapter would collect house hold items and create move in baskets. These baskets will cover 

most of the basic household needs. To do this project our chapter knew that we would need the 

help of our high school chapters, other clubs, school organizations, and community members.  

Statement of Goals 

The SUU PBL chapter wanted to gain more of presentence in the school and community. To 

accomplish this the chapter, set main goals for the 2017-2018 school year.  

• Create volunteer opportunities for community members and students 

•  Focus on a problem within our community   

• Work with local high school chapters 

• Grow members skills in leadership, service, and 

organization 

• Continue to make a difference in the lives of 

people in the community 
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These goals would help to grow the chapter and show that we care about our community. The 

goals would also help our members to think outside of themselves. It also gave us the chance to 

connect with our high school chapters to encourage them to continue with FBLA into college. 

This was important to us because a lot of our high school FBLA students do not continue with 

the program in college. For our club to continue our chapter needs our local FBLA student to be 

the foundation.   Ultimately, our chapter wanted to bring awareness to the college and 

community about this problem we face.  

Service to the Community and its Citizens 

For the past 23 years Canyon Creek Services has provided the community with resources 

and emergency services for the victims in Iron, Beaver, and Garfield counties. The organization 

does this through provide 24-hour crisis intervention, 24-hour hotline, mobile respond, emotional 

support and advocacy, housing assistance, emergency shelter, support groups, and other life-

situation support. In 2017 there were 728 survivors that used services. Out of those 728 survivors 

202 found refuge in the shelter. Beside doing the services listed 

above they also provide educational materials to the 

community. Through these educational materials the center 

works towards preventing the violence before it happens. It is 

done through working to change social norms, behaviors, and practices. Within the past year the 

center changed it name from focusing on women to fit with the rising number of other 

demographics to be Canyon Creek Services.  

The counties that Canyon Creek Services gives aid to areas in the south west portion of the state. 

These counties are in rural areas that cover a total of 11,06.68 sq. miles. There is a total of 

62,465 people living in the area. The average income for the counties starts at $45,422 at the 
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lowest and $51,700 at the highest. Iron county has the largest population but the lowest income 

for households at $45,422 per year. In these counties on average the highest level of education is 

just a high school diploma. With these factors those that find themselves in domestic violence 

situation have a harder time getting to the resources that they need. Canyon Creek Services fills 

the cap that is created because of the economical and finical environments of the areas 

The process starts when a victim contacts the shelter through the hotlines, mobile app, or face to 

face at the offices. After contact has been made an advocate then meets with the victim to find 

out about the situation and what resources are needed. An advocate is someone that will be able 

to go to court with the victim, help to find housing, and anything else that they might need. The 

advocate then meets with the victim on a weekly basis. This provides support to the victim and 

access to the resources they need. If the victim is marked as being in high risk situation then they 

are moved into the shelter. At the shelter staff do the intake papers work for the victims and give 

them a hygiene kit. In that kit is the basic 

supplies such as a towel, soap, and other 

hygiene products. The advocative then meet 

with them two times a week. In this situation 

it is very important because there is more 

support needed. Once the advocate and the 

victim find housing, they are moved from 

the shelter to their new home.  
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Planning and Development of Project 

 Due to the increasing diversity of domestic violence and lack of knowledge in the area, 

our PBL chapter realized the need to do something to make a difference.  Our chapter is small, so 

we knew that to make a difference we needed to look outside our club. This started by contacting 

our high school FBLA chapters. We started by getting in contact with Canyon View High School 

FBLA. Canyon View had reached out to us in the past about working together and doing more 

activities. After talking to Canyon Views adviser our 

chapter set up a date to come and talk to the students 

about PBL and doing a service project together.  

During this time, we also started to brain storm ideas of 

how we were going to help with the problem in our 

communities. After looking at what organizations we 

have in the community we decided to reach out to 

Canyon Creek Services. We talked to one of the staff at 

Canyon Creek Service and were told of some laundry 

baskets with household items that had been donated in 

the past. They told us how great the baskets were and the impact that was made from the baskets 

of items in the lives of the women they were giving to. After talking to our members, we felt that 

it was a great opportunity for us to do the same thing. These baskets give the victims a chance to 

start out having something that they can call their own. A lot of times when victims are admitted 

to the shelter they don’t have much with them. So, when they move into there own homes they 

don’t have things to make it feel homey or make the transition easier.  

Example of the baskets  
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In the beginning of January our chapter went to Canyon View High School and meet with the 

FBLA chapter. During this meeting we talked about the benefits of doing PBL in college and 

how important they are to the organization. We grew this idea by asking them to be apart of our 

community service project. By doing this activity it 

helped us to connect the two chapters in a way that 

helps both. Through the connection with Canyon View 

FBLA we were then able to get in contact with Parowan 

High FBLA chapter. Both chapters agreed to help with the project by collecting items from the 

areas around the schools. This would allow us to better reach the whole community and the area 

that Canyon Creek Services covers.  

Once we had this connection the next step was to talk to Canyon Creek Services and find out 

what items they needed in the baskets. We contacted ReAnne Riemschussel who oversees the 

volunteer and donations part of the center. She loved the idea and gave us the list of items that 

they were looking for. This list consisted of the household items that they were looking for and 

other items that would be good to have in the baskets. We set up a start and end date with her 

during that time.  

 After getting the list we talked about our target market at a club meeting for this project. We 

decided that we have two targets which were the university and community. For the university 

we tailored the list to more of what college students would be willing to buy and made sure that 

we could accept cash donation. This was important because it gave more then one option to 

donate and it is more likely that they will have cash if they don’t have the items. With the 

community we add additional items to the list that community members would be more likely to 

donate. To reach the community, we would use social media outlets and the high school 
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chapters. This was important because with spring cleaning coming up community members 

would be more likely to want to get rid of items they no longer need. We set the collection spot 

up for in the business building because of our club being a business club. To make sure that it 

was okay we talked to the administration and told them the dates that we were running project 

through. They agreed to have the collection box in the main office. This was great for us because 

it was very visible to the students and staff. We also set up for them to be able to take any cash 

donation that we might get. Beside the physical needs we set everything up for our club to use 

the digital resources at the school.  

We decided that we would run the service project through the month of February and put the 

baskets together on February 27th. This would allow us to collect for the whole month and get the 

information out to the high school, school organization, and community members. To get our 

event marketed at the 

university we worked with the 

marketing department. This 

was done by send in the 

information about the event 

and then meeting with a 

designer. We need to get everything submitted four weeks prior to the event. By working with 

the designer, we were able to get digital and traditional marketing material. The digital material 

would run during the two weeks before our project and the week of. This would include all the 

screens in the student center. We also got a room reserved for a meeting to put together the 

baskets. This makes it easier on Canyon Creek Services because the baskets will be ready to go, 

and they can just hand them to the victims as they leave the shelter. After all of this was in place 
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we then started to reach out to other clubs and organization within the school. The clubs and 

organizations that agreed to help included the career center, the nest (first- and second-year 

students), and entrepreneurship club. Getting these organization to help was important because it 

allowed us to reach a larger portion of our target markets.  

Implementation of Project 

The first goal of the project started during the first week of the month of February which was to 

get our marketing material out. We started to hang up our marketing material in the area. This 

included A-frames around campus and in the business building. The digital material was sent off 

to the school of business, FBLA chapters, organizations, 

and to the community through social media. Our 

chapter has Facebook, twitter, and Instagram accounts 

which were all used during the project. We also put 

posts out into the community through personal 

accounts. The most important thing was to get our 

collection box placed in the business building. We 

placed it in the front office so that everyone would be 

able to see it. Since our meeting to put the basket 

together was on till the end of the month we made sure 

on a weekly bias that we were reposting our material to the social media sites. Members also 

talked about the project in their classes to get the word out about the project. The school of 

business sent out notifications to students through canvas about the project. The project was also 

posted to the school’s social media and the screens in the building. We also hung posters around 
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the campus to help reach the students and club members. By marketing this event we were able 

to focus on a problem in our community for a few weeks which was our second goal.  

The last half of our project happened on 

27th of February. We had our meeting to 

put the baskets together. Before the 

meeting club members went to dollar 

tree to buy items with the money that 

was donated and club funds. This was a 

great chance for our members to work on 

the project as a chapter. This project also allowed the chapter to use some of our funds for 

something other than ourselves. Through doing these activities we were able to fulfil the last of 

goals. Members were able to gain skills that will help them later in life and we were able to do 

something to make a difference in the lives of the people the baskets were going to which were 

our last two goals. We first organized the items that 

were collected. Our club collected about 270 items 

consisting of laundry baskets and 20 household items 

for each of the baskets. These items consisted of 

laundry soap, dish soap, kitchen utensils, sponges, and 

small home decor items. We set all the items out in 

order and then placed each one in laundry basket. We 

still needed to collect the items from the high school, 

so we had to wait to deliver the baskets.  
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The third goal of the project happened by working with the high school FBLA chapters. Canyon 

View High School was sent our marketing material during the first week of February. The FBLA 

chapter then sent the information about the 

event home with their students during a club 

meeting that week. We decided to allow the 

high school to run the project in a way that 

would best work for them at their level. The 

students were able to collect Clorox wipes, 

plastic containers, and kitchen towels. With 

these items there was enough for 5 of the baskets. Our PBL chapter went on the 28th of February 

to Canyon View to meet with the students. At this meeting we gathered the items the students 

collected and thanked the students for their participation in the project. Through doing this we 

now have a great relationship with the FBLA chapter and will continue to do activities with the 

chapter in the future.  

After meeting with the FBLA chapter we delivered 

the baskets to Canyon Creek Services. Some of the 

staff helped us bring the baskets in to their offices. 

This was a great chance for us to be able to get to 

know the staff. The staff were very happy to get the 

donation and they were greatly needed. All our 

members went to deliver the baskets.  
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Impact and Benefits to the Community 

 Our ultimate goal was to make a difference with a problem in our community, 

specifically those that have been affected by domestic violence. Canyon Creek Services has had 

a great impact in the community and will continue to benefit those that use their services. When 

we delivered the items, the staff told us how these items were badly needed at the time. Canyon 

Creek services will continue to work to make a 

difference in the community through the items we were 

able to donate. Within a day of dropping of the items 

Canyon Creek Service delivered one of the baskets to a 

victim in need. The staff told us about how special it 

was to be able to delver the basket for them and much it 

was accepted by the person that received it. The other 

baskets with be handed out on a as need bias. 

After doing this project SUU PBL is more aware of the 

problem that our community faces and the needs of Canyon Creek Services. In total with the use 

of our funds, donations from the community, funds from Canyon View FBLA, and student 

donations were valued at $570.00.  This made in total 15 baskets with about 20 items in each one 

and some additional items in a few of them. Overall this project impacted the community and our 

chapter in many positive ways. It allowed our chapter to make connections to our FBLA chapters 

in the local area. Which will help our chapter in the future to be able to grow our membership 

and strengthen the chapter. We also got to do something for the community that will benefit 

many in need.  
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Evidence of Publicity 

 For our project we didn’t get that much publicity due to the nature of the project. To help 

keep the victims safe the shelter keeps the donations private. We were able to have our club and 

project highlighted in the school of business’s February newsletter. In this highlight we got to 

talk about or club and the project. Along with the newsletter the project was featured in the 

school’s annual report. The helped us to let the school know what we were doing and the impact 

in the community. Our club was also invited to a gala in support for the shelter. It was a great 

chance for us to interact with the members of the shelter. Even though we didn’t get a lot of 

publicity this project was still able to impact the community in a special way.  
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Invite to the Gala 

Newsletter for the School of Business 
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